Highway 252/I-94 Environmental Impact Statement
PAC Meeting 6
Meeting Summary
January 27, 2022 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Opening Remarks and Roll Call – 10 minutes (MnDOT)
Attending Members and Staff (those in attendance are bolded)
Senator Chris Eaton (D40)
Kevin Parker (Legislative Assistant for Senator John Hoffman, D36)
Representative Michael Nelson (D40A)
Representative Samantha Vang (D40B)
MnDOT – Commissioner Margaret Anderson Kelliher (PAC Chair), Deputy Commissioner Kim Collins, Jerome
Adams, April Crockett, Aaron Tag, Chris Hoberg, Kent Barnard, Nancy Daubenberger, Michael Barnes, Marni
Karnowski, Tim Sexton
Brooklyn Park –Council Member Tonja West-Hafner, Jeff Holstein
Brooklyn Center – Mike Albers
Minneapolis – Council Member Jeremiah Ellison, Bethany Turnwall (Staff to CM Ellison), Katie White, Julieann
Swansen
Hennepin County – Anna Schmiel (Policy aid focused on transit for Commissioner Jeff Lunde), Carla Stueve,
Jason Staebell
Metropolitan Council – Council Chair Charlie Zelle, Council Member Reva Camblis, Council Member Robert
Lilligren, Tony Fischer
Metro Transit – Adam Harrington, Erin Mitchell, Joanna Hubbard Rivera, Arman Rajaeian, Victoria Dan
Federal Highway Administration – Wendall Meyer, Anna Varney, William Lohr
University of Minnesota Center for Urban and Regional Affairs - C Terrance Anderson
New Publica – Marc Valencia
Transportation Collaborative & Consultants – Craig Vaughn
Isthmus Engineering – Mary Karlsson
SRF –Justin Sebens, Jono Cowgill, Leif Garnass, Matt Hanson, Adele Hall, Matthew Stegeman, Becky Krugerud,
Brett Danner, Dale Gade, Don Demers, Khani Sahebjam
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The Highway 252/I-94 project team conducted a presentation on October 7, 2021, to the Policy Advisory
Committee which included the information below. For additional details on the topics below, please see the
presentation posted on the project website.

Opening Remarks
MnDOT Commissioner Margaret Anderson Kelliher welcomed participants to the meeting. a)
Acknowledging
and remembering people lost and injured in Highway 252 and other traffic crashes, including Iliana Tasso who
died in a crash on Highway 252 on December 30, 2021, and families.
MnDOT Commissioner Update – Commissioner Anderson Kelliher acknowledges she will transition from MnDOT
to the City of Minneapolis in early March 2022; Deputy Commissioner Kim Collins will become chair of the
Highway 252 Policy Advisory Committee
Roll call
Housekeeping Reminders

Special Topic – Interim Safety
The project team presented the special topic to the PAC on interim safety.
1) Interim Safety Presentation (Jerome Adams)

i)

Adams notes 26 other types of safety tactics that MnDOT evaluated and recommends not installing
at this time on Highway 252

a) Question and Answer (Will be responded to by staff in the meeting minutes after the meeting)
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a) PAC Discussion
i)

Mayor Elliott – Brooklyn Center – Jerome was at recent Council meeting. Some of the Council
Member questions raised about interim steps include the following. In general, Council Members
want interim safety improvements, but Council Members are concerned that some improvements
appear to bias direction for long-term recommendation
(1) Anderson Kelliher – Recently received comment about Technical Advisory Committee where
group discusses short- and long-term improvements. The comment expressed concern that TAC
member discussion is pre-determining the outcome of the long-term recommendation. MnDOT
frequently navigates this perceived tension and the short-term improvements are not
predisposing outcome from NEPA process.

ii) Mayor Elliott – Brooklyn Center – Council Members are also looking for assurance that this process
will result in more than highway improvements.
iii) Wendall Meyer – MnDOT would like to get the short-term improvements implemented in next 12
months
3) Transit Feasibility Study (Zelle, Harrington)
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i)

Green lines on map – Metro Transit plans to improve to high frequency routes by 2040

ii) Pink lines on map – other transit improvements identified through Highway 252 / I-94 process that
Metro Transit hopes to implement
a) Question and Answer (Will be responded to by staff in the meeting minutes after the meeting)
b) PAC Discussion
i)

Metropolitan Council Member Chamblis – Excited to finally see what future will look like in 2040,
including improving existing routes and reverse commutes

Project Updates – 20 minutes (MnDOT)
4) Scoping Decision Document (Garnass, Vaughn)
a) Review of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Process (Garnass)
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b) Update on Steps 1, 2, and 3 (Step 1 presented at last PAC meeting, Garnass)
c) Public Engagement Update (Vaughn)
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d) PAC Discussion - None
5) Equity and Health Assessment (Update provided by Dale Gade)

Open Comment Period – 15 minutes
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#

Question

Asker Name

Answer

1 What are Zero Deaths Strategies? Please
define. Please also give us an example.

Nahid Khan

For information on Zero Deaths
strategies, visit
https://www.minnesotatzd.org/

2 Would like to comment on purpose and need
statement. The purpose and need statement
was developed in second half of 2020 when
EIS began after EA decision. Began without
any public comment of any kind and sprung
on community without any public input in
2021. The EA only included four freeway
options and asked which of the four freeway
options people like the most. The current
purpose and need statement is written in a
way that precludes discussion or
development of any other non-freeway, nonexpansion options thereby doubling traffic
volumes and designating TH 252 as a truck
route. Nahid requests No Build is centered in
alternatives considered.

Nahid Khan

Thank you for your comment.

At least two of the rejected potential safety
improvements have been rejected because
"they will bias against the freeway conversion
project alternatives". I am concerned that
these might otherwise have potentially been
useful safety improvements. Also, it is
premature to assume that freeway
conversion project alternatives will be
selected, given NEPA EIS guidelines
(potentially there is a violation involved in
making decisions as if a freeway conversion
will take place). Please comment.

Nahid Khan

Until the Notice of Intent is complete
there is no final decision on what
alternatives will move forward into the
DEIS phase of the project. We continue
to take comment from the public and
encourage the public to let us know
what they think about alternatives and
if there are additional alternatives that
should be considered.

Nahid Khan

That option has not been considered
specifically. The BRT concept would
connect Brooklyn Center with Route 10
(future F Line) at Northtown Transit
Center, though that’s a long trip just to
cross the river.

3 Have you considered ways to connect
Brooklyn Center public transit routes with
Fridley public transit routes?

The existing Route 801 provides a peakhour connection between Brooklyn
Center Transit Center and
Fridley/Columbia Heights/Roseville via
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the I-694 bridge. This route carried
approximately 290 passengers per day
in 2019, with an average of 37
boardings per weekday at BCTC in Fall
2019.
https://www.metrotransit.org/route/80
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4 Many BC residents need easy access to
locations in Fridley: the Northstar commuter
rail line and N-S routes on University Ave and
Central Ave (many businesses, shops and
services that serve ethnic minority
communities) for this diversely populated
area.

Nahid Khan

Thank you for your comment.

5 The Purpose and Need statement for this
Project was developed in the second half of
2020 (after the new EIS process began; upon
the closing out of the EA in May 2020)
without any public comment of any kind and
sprung on the community for the first time in
2021. The EA process developed 4 freeway
options only, nothing other than freeway
options; the public input and community
engagement consisted only of asking the
public which of the 4 freeway options we
liked the most. The current Purpose and
Need statement is clearly written so that only
expansion types of project alternatives will fit
the Purpose and Need statement (basically
the freeway options already developed in the
EA process). It precludes discussion or
development of any other project
alternatives other than expansionistic designs
that will increase/double the number of
vehicles and turn Hwy 252 into a truck route,
thereby increasing vehicle miles traveled
(VMT). I ask that non-expansionistic project
designs be developed ...

Nahid Khan

Thank you for your comment.
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6 I ask that non-expansionistic project designs
be developed on the basis of a spectrum that
places the null option (no build) in the center
rather than on one end of the spectrum.
Options that reduce the highway should be
considered; options less than freeway,
expressway and highway. Boulevards,
parkways, greenways and return to local
roadway designs (the latter similar to East
River Road in Fridley) should be on the table
for full public input, commentary and
engagement by the community and local
elected officials who represent the concerns
and needs of their constituents.

Nahid Khan

Thank you for your comment.

7 In other words, the Project Purpose and Need
statement should be revisited for a full
review and revision based on community
input, feedback and engagement. The
Purpose and Need statement should arise
from grassroots community interests and
values, not imposed from the top, by people
who think expansion of highways and
freeways is the solution to every problem.
We in the community are concerned about
safety issues; expansion to a freeway should
be assumed to be the answer to safety issues,
which is how it being treated now.

Nahid Khan

Thank you for your comment.

8 Many of us are dissatisfied with the existing
narrow scope of the Purpose and Need
statement. We wish to see a revised Purpose
and Need statement that specifically
addresses the need for reduction in vehicle
miles traveled and specific safety goals for
cars and pedestrians. Is MnDOT open to
further refinements along this line for the
Purpose and Need statement?

DJ Mulla

Comments can continue to be made on
the purpose and need up through the
SDD public comment period.

9 How does the EHA process integrate with the Nahid Khan
EIS process? They seem like parallel processes
and it is not at all clear that the findings of
the EHA process will inform the EIS process.

The 252/I-94 EHA seeks to engage
historically underserved and
overburdened populations on issues of
equity and health and enhance the use
of equity and health information in the
development and evaluation of Hwy
252/I-94 project alternatives. The EHA is
separate, parallel process to the
Environmental Review. It is
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administered by MnDOT’s Office of
Sustainability and Public Health with the
support of an interagency working
group and Equity and Health
Neighborhood Advisors. The EHA
encompasses six reports that will be
delivered to MnDOT project leadership
and the Hwy 252/I-94 Policy Advisory
Committee (PAC) for consideration in
the review the Hwy 252/I-94 Scoping
Decision Document (SDD) and the Hwy
252/I-94 Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). The first three reports
will be delivered during the SDD public
comment period in the summer/fall of
2022. These reports will document
equity and health conditions in the
corridor communities, provide
community-identified equity and health
priorities, and evaluate equity and
health impacts of Hwy 252/I-94 project
alternatives.
10 Regarding the development of the interim
safety measures; we who live in the vicinity of
Hwy 252 have been demanding permanent
safety measures for decades, and especially
since 2015. These demands have been totally
ignored; openly rejected as late as late
summer 2021 at public informational
meetings for this project by project director
Jerome Adams. So many of us sent in lots of
public comments at the project web site
demanding these, with lots of suggestions
(again). That is now it finally got onto the
agenda. Not entirely convinced that all of our
suggestions have really been taken into
consideration.

Nahid Khan

Thank you for your comment.
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11 Why hasn't any interim safety been
implemented in the last 40 years when we
have been asking for decades? The project
goals back in 2014 had interim safety as a
goal. When we suggested protecting the left
turn lane, pedestrian bridge at the bus stop,
moving the 66th interchange north a safe
distance per safety regulation. The former BC
Mayor, Jerome and Craig said no. if
something was implemented 20 years after
this dangerous road was put in maybe our
son would still be with us.. maybe that little
girl would still be with us. The first EIS LS both
Jerome and Craig misinformed everyone that
interim safety has not been part of this
project up to this point. This team has been
extremely biased both during the EA and the
EIS. this project is exactly what the US
secretary of state is talking about. 94
separating an polluting BC, 694 and 252 doing
the same. now in one of the most diverse,
low income highest pollution, high asthma
and COPD community is going to be
destroyed.

Anonymous
Attendee

Thank you for your comment.

12 Please limit additional traffic and consider
other alternatives instead of expansion

Todd
Kussman

Thank you for your comment.

Adjourned at 3:25 pm

Next PAC Meeting
The next PAC meeting will be on March 24, 2022
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